The need for a quality, yet affordable, pre-engineered, hygienic washdown system was the driving force in the design of the Slim-Fit by Multi-Conveyor. The tool-less pin-pull approach allows the operator to remove the belt in mere seconds for routine maintenance. Made of 100% stainless steel, this low profile frame footprint comes standard with 3-ply blue washdown belting. Soon to be the industry standard. Let’s compare...

What makes Slim-Fit different from similar products on the market?

- Strategically placed center drive and center take-up design keeps uniform shallow frame depth on each conveyor end to fit in tight or smaller spaces.
- Two pins remove belt in seconds.
- Flip-up ends allow for cleaning and maintenance.
- Adjustable height from 30”-48” (optional casters).
- Easy to remove transfer plate.
- #8 mirror finish stainless steel frame and supports.
- Fully assembled and tested prior to shipment.
- Quick delivery!
- Cost

Compare the Slim-Fit to similar low-profile conveyors on the market today. Then do the math. We believe you will be pleasantly surprised.

*Standard belt widths 6” or 12”. Standard lengths from 2’ to 10’.
*Custom solutions or sizes will require slightly longer lead times.